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ABSTRACT
Work in three areas comprised this study of computer

use in thematic indexing for music research: (1) acquisition,
encoding, and keypunching of data--themes of which now number about
50,000 (primarily 16th Century Italian vocal music) and serve as a
test base for program development; (2) development of computer
Programs to process this data; and (3) development of special
computer typography for music printing. It is recommended that work
in each of these three areas be continued as desirable and feasible
in musicological research. (Appended are lists of papers and articles
summarizing work on this project, samples of music typography showing
incipits in interval sequence order, and a computer print-out showing
composer, title, page, source, genre, and serial number.) (JMC)
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SUMMARY

This project comprised the third year's work of a three-year research
proposal. (The first year's work was carried out under UcOE Project No. 7-
8276, Grant No. 1-7-078272-3898 and the second year's work under USOE Project
No. 8 -B -089, Grant No. OEG 0-8-080089-4581). The original purpose of this
research was to develop computer programs, necessary data and procedures for
using the computer in a special field of music commonly known as thematic
indexing. During the third year's work this purpose h.s been extended toward
a broader study of computer techniques for music research including the devel-
opment of special computer typography for music printing.

Work in three areas was carried out simultaneously during the third year's
work:

1. Acquisition, encoding and keypunching of data. The data bank of
themes, now numbering some 50,000, serves as a test base for the programs de-
veloped under the project and is available for consultation by other
researchers.

2. Development of special programs for information retrieval, pattern
matching and organization of data for publication by direct photo copy of
computer output. Attempts to develop programs for precise pattern matching
of melodies (treating the melody as a wave form) have not yet proved successf'il.

3. Development of necessary hardware, programs and procedures to permit
printing of music on the high-speed computer printer. Special type slugs for
the printer were designed and manufactured in a joint effort with the IBM
Corporation's Glendale Laboratory in Endicott, New York and are row available
to the profession. A sample of music printing is appended to this report as
Exhibit A.

An appendix lists five articles and five papers summarizing work under this
project during the past three years.
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BACKGROUND FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT

This project comprised the third year's work of a three-year research
proposal. The original purpose of this research was to develop computer pro-
grams, necessary data and procedures for using the computer in a special field
of music commonly known as thematic indexing. During the third year's work
this.purpose has been extended toward a broader study of computer techniques
for music research including the development of special computer typography'for
music printing.

A summary of the background work for the three-year project was given in
the final report to the first year of funded research under project number 7-8276,
USOE Grant No. OEG 1-7-078272-3898. This summary narrated the traditional "hand"
methods of developing thematic indices of music, including the preparation of
the pilot project which had been carried out to test the feasibility of automating
these operations. The final project was carried out using the 4,000 opening themes
(known as incipits) from 1,000 four-voice pieces of a 16th century Italian reper-
tory known as the frottola. This music was encoded in the machine readable Ford-
Columbia Music Representation along with data on composer, title, sources, etc.
A computer program was written which extracted the interval sequence from the
representation. (For example if the melody ascends the interval of a second, a
+2 is printed; if it descends into a second a -2 is printed, etc.) The interval
sequence is calculated through the seventh interval and these sequences can in
turn be arranged in numerical order, thus making it possible to group together
melodies with the same contour. The pilot study showed that heretofore unidenti-
fied duplications and borrowings in the frottola repertory do indeed exist and
proved the feasibility of applying the techniques to much larger repertories.

During the first year of the funded project a large amount of data was ac-
quired, encoded and keypunched. Programs were written to extract greater varieties
of information and to permit more effective formats in the computer print -outs.
Other musicologists were invited to submit incipits to the data bank which had
grown to about 25,000 themes. During this period a Conference on Thematic Indexing
was held in Washington, D.C., on November 4, 1967, and was attended by twenty-three
musicologists and music librarians with interests in thematic indexing.

During the second year of the funded project there was (1) continued acquisi-
tion, encoding and keypunching of data, (2) continued merging of materials from
other researchers, with the data bank reaching a total of about 40,000 cards of
information, (3) continued comparison of print-outs and pattern matching with orig-
inal music to determine effectiveness of the research design and (4) work was
begun on development of special hardware, programs and procedures to permit printing
of music on the high-speed computer printer.

The development of the special sual tynogtaphy, mentioned in (4) above at-

tracted wide interest and as itt impo enc, became increasingly evident it has

modified the direction of the overall project. in addition to the interest in the-
matic indexing as such, the project has broadened to a study of computer applications,
including the development of new hardware, which can be of value to a wide range of

music research interests. These interests include not only musicological work, but
also potential applications to libraries, secondary music education and certain
phases of music publishing.
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES OF THE 1969-1970 PROJECT

As in the first two years of the project several procedures were carried out
simultaneously during the 1969-1970 work. These are listed below with indication
of changes in emphasis and comparison to earlier work.

1. Contilielijirpm,Iuedacuisitioslandkunchiofdata.
The files of data which have been carefully compiled during the past four
years represent the most extensive collection of wachine readable information
on early music available anywhere. This is not a "closed" file but rather
a data bank which will be expanded in the future either by the principal
investigator himself or with the use of student help available through the
Music Department. Music colleagues from other parts of the country have also
contributed to this data bank and it is expected that this collaboration will
continue. An example of a welcome interest in collaboration is that of
Mr. Paganelli, the music librarian at the Conservatory of Music in Bologna,
Italy, who is preparing an extended listing of incipits of anonymous 16th
century Italian material held by his library.

During the latter part of this last year's project the principal investigator
visited music colleagues in Italy, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, describing
the work being carried out under this project and inviting participation in
the data bank. He was encouraged by the response to these visits. In addition
to the interest of Mr. Paganelli, mentioned above, it appears that material
will be forthcoming from Professor Filip at the University of Bratislava,
Czechoslovakia. Every effort will ba made to get correctly encoded material
from these sources in order to enrich the local data bank.

2. Modifications in the search for pattern matchings in the original music. ,

During the pilot project and the first year of the project considerable time
was spent comparing the pattern matchings and other computer citations with
the original music in order to test the validity ',I ' original thesis of
the project. As the total mount of encoded material e-panded this became a
tedious and time consuming procedure and it was enp,...ielce with this routine
which was one of the motivations for developing a computer printing of the
music itself. Because the computer printing is proving successful we have
Postponed further comparisons of pattern matchings with original music except
in those instances where the matchings seem particularly precise or have cer-
tain interesting characteristics.

3. Continued development of necessary hardware programs and procedures to
germit printing of music under l'jgh speed computer printer.
The development of the means of Vinting music on the high speed computer
')rinter has taken on increasing -crest and importance throughout this
project. The computer centr.r AilaucQd the developvent and purchase of a
minimum set of type characters (.ti i cost of $2400) erom the IBM Corporation
Glendale Laboratory in nearby EndicoZt, Kew York. mess were delivered in
Spring 1969 and programming was begun to permit their use. This programming
proved to be quite complex since the computer paper moves in only one direc-
tion and thus the program must first develop' a two-dimensional array in
storage and then properly distribute the printing of the characters as the
paper moves through. The program has also been devised so that, for example,
there is more space following a whole note then following a half note, etc.
This spacing of notation le important to appearance and legibility.
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Throughout the year we have experimented with various formats and arrange-
ments of materials using the special type characters. From the Moore
Business Forms Company we ordered a supply of 40,000 pages of specially de-
signed preprinted staff paper. Since the computer is "pin driven" (by means
of equally spaced holes on the left and right edges of the paper) it is
possible to maintain a very accurate registration of type and staff lines
for thousands of pages.

Exhibit A, attached, shows a sample page (or a xerography copy thereof) of
the most recent printing of music by computer. We have type characters per-
mitting printing of whole notes, upper and lower stemmed half and quarter
notes, whole and half rests, flags for smaller note values, dotted notes and
bar lines. It is obvious that this is a minimum set of type but it is adequate
for a simple melody such as those used in indexing a 16th century music.
will be necessary however to develop more characters in the future to fully
utilize the process. In June 1970 consulations were begun with the IBM Glen-
dale Laboratory to investigate the possibility of developing a few more
characters, especially good and flat sharp signs, eighth rest and quarter rest.

5. A beginning has been made in the use of the computer typewriter terminal
for the inputting of data to the computer. A typewriter is faster than a
keypunch and permits on-the-spot corrections and changes more readily. At
present the data can be typed using a RAX program which simply stores the
data and then permits transference of the data to cards during the night
when the computer is available for "batch processing" of materials. When we
move to a larger computer (an IBM 360/67) in September, 1970, it will be
possible to enter the data directly into the project's own data bank.

RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

1. A very large data bank of early music (primarily sixteenth-century Italian
vocal music sources) has been developed during the three years of the project
and is available to other researchers as well as serving as test material for
computer programs written under this project. About 50,000 thnmes are stored
In the data bank along with composer and title information on tier 8,000 com-

positions. Listing by composer, titles and other formats are available to
researchers. Exhibits "B" and "C: show examples of such listings. In

Exhibit "8" composers are listed alphabetically with titles listed alphabeti-
cally under each composer. Exhibit "C" is a double spaced alphabetical listing
of all titles, with single spacing when a title is duplicated. This arrange-
ment permits quick checking of duplicate titles, msny of them examples of two
settings of the same text by different composerE 'ther listings which have
been generated include arrangements by genre and by source.

2. Effective programs have been developed and bre operative to compute interval
sequences from incipits and to arrange and format data according to interval

sequence. The basic programs for arranging by interval sequence were developed
during the first year of the project and examples were appended to the final re-
port of the first year's work. Since that time much effort has gone into
developing more sophisticated programs to make possible arrangements of incipits
taking into consideration both pitch and rhythm. The basic theoretical idea
is to treat melody as a wave form developed on the x and y axes of a graph with
rhythm as the x (horizontal) axis and pitch as the y (vertical) axis. Given
this mathematical representation of a melody it should be possible to use pat-
tern matching programs to find identical or similar melodies, even when melodies
have been transposed or slightly changed. Progress has been made on this phase

of the project but to date it is not possible to report a completely satisfactory
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result because of programming complexities in translating the Ford-Columbia
representation of the music into a graphical representation. Work on this
important phase of the project will continue in the coming year.

3. A music typography for the high-speed computer printer has been developed.
These special characters are now available from IBM and the following listing
indicates the catalog number for each character. Note that some characters
require two type slugs.

Slug 836288

Slug 836289

Slug 836290

Dot, upstemfvertical
portion of breve rest

upstem and downstem segments

upstem and downstem segments
eighth flag, upstem

Slug 836291 eighth note
flags

Slug 836292 Half and whole
rests

Slug 836293 Black note heads

Slug 836294 Open note heads

It is expected that in the academic year 1970-1971 several new characters will
be added to the above set. The first to be developed will be quarter rest,
eighth rest and the flat signs (on line and on space).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. This project bus demonstrated the desirability and feasibility of
using the computer as a tool in musicological research, with emphasis on
its use in thematic indexing. The effort concentrated on three areas:
a) acquisition of data, b) development of computer programs to process this
data and c) development of special hardware (equipment) components to make
possible the printing of music by the high-speed computer printer. It is

recommended that the following work be continued in each of these three areas:

a. Acquisition of data. Although the present data bank is large enough
for demonstrating the effectiveness of programs as they are developed it is
by no means a complete listing of sixteenth-century Italian vocal musical.
There is a need in the profession for complete thematic indices of the madrigsl,
the motet and of other repertories. Expansion of the present listing in any
of these areas will necessitate work not only by the present investigator but
by other contributing scholars. It may be desirable in the future to formalize
this cooperation by setting up an international committee within a professional
organization such as the International Musicological Society.

b. Development of computer programs to process data. As indicated earlier
in this report there is stil need for more sophisticated programs to order
melodic incipits in a manner permitting precise citations of motchings and simi-
larities. The succes-tul solution of this problem may require consultation
with persons in mathematics or outside programmera who have had extensive experi-
ence in problems of pattern matching.

c. AatsifjassLaL4rjqmjp_DeveloetareeuientcouoanLts. At present

the emphasis in hardware development in this project lies in the area of music
typography. This should be continued until a large enough set of music symbols
is available to permit printing of any standard music notation. Because of

limited space on the print chain of the computer it will eventually be necessary
to purchase a chain devoted only to music research and not shared with other
disciplines as at present.



2. It has been increasingly evident to this researcher that there are
potential library applications of this research. Although the thematic
index is a standard research tool, it is expensive to print in the usual for-
mat. The music typography described above makes it possible to print the
standard library card (3x5) containing music notation as well as textual in-
formation. There are many potential applications, including folk song
repertories, popular music, lieder, to name but a few, which deserve investi-
gation.

3. Finally, it is recommended that the computer typewriter terminal be
investigated as a means of entering data and of performing certain calcula-
tions in this research. A limited amount of work has been done on the
Binghamton campus to explore this possibility and with the installation of a new
computer in Fall 1970 it is hoped to pursue this further. The present project
depends on card input. It is still not clear that replacing card input with
typewriter terminal input would result in a clear advantage, but it is a
possibility that should be explored. Ultimately, the use of terminal input
and output will make the data bank directly accessible (by phone lines) to
scholars at distant points.

1
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APPENDIX

Summary listing of papers, articles and reports
covering work in using the computer in music research

during three years of funded research (from USOE), I967-1970

Articles

"Musicology and the Computer: The Thematic Index," in gogiyuters in Humanistic
Research (E. Bowles, editor), Prentice-Hall, 1967, pp. 184-192.

"Some Criteria for Preparation of Thematic Indices by Computer," in
Elektronische Datenverarbeitung in der Musikwissenschaft, (H. Heckmann, editor)
Regensburg, 1967, pp. 57-62.

"The Thematic Index: A Computer Application to Musicology" in Computers and
the Humanities, Vol. 2, No. 5, May, 1968, pp. 215-220.

"A Computer Application in Musicology: The Thematic Index", Information
Processing 68 (International Federation of Information Processing Societies),
Amsterdam, 1969, pp. 957-961.

"The Computer and Music Research: Prospects and Problems," in Bulletin of
the Council for Research in Music Education, Fall, 1969, pp. 1-9.

Papers

"The Frottole Repertory: A Pilot Study in Information Retrieval," national
meeting of American Musicological Society, New Orleans, December, 1967

"A Computer Application to Musicology: The Thematic Index," International
Federation of Information Processing Societies, Edinburgh, Scotland,
August 15, 1968.

"A Computer Produced Thematic Catalog," New York State Chapter of the Music
Library Association, Ithaca, New York, November 2, 1968.

"Recent Developments in Computer Applications to Musicology," Washington, D.C.
Chapter of the American Musicological Society, February 18, 1969.

"Teaching Computer Applications in Musicology," Symposium on Introducing the
Computer into the Humanities, IBM Department of Education, Poughkeepsie,

July 1, 1969.

(Editor) The Computer and Music, 354 pp., Cornell University Press, 1970.
(Preface by editor)
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CO NI POSE1I, E

C.Ci;ort- ryz CH- S 1iY m 0111 D'INTORNE1

PAGE

i65

EXHIBIT "B"

SOURCE GENRE SE UAL #

TORCH2 H.0260430
L'..Cz1C.1- PENA TO ti) LONGARFNII: El N1504 HL007005f3

.1 GCR10E
I..

SI A LA GEL ATA MIA TIMIDA E I NI503 HL0069938
ki GCROCF SARA OCNI RE

FT. NI SO4 HL0070 1311
GCROCF S IGNOR NEL TU1 FUROR F I N1504 HL007008Fi
GCRnCE S IGN11R NON MI RI PR:iNDER E IN1504 IIL0070040
GCRnCE snccoR tm I SIGNOR E I N1504 HLOO 70 17B
GCROCE T IRS I MOR IR VOLE4 E I N1503 HL007000 8
GCROCE TI1 5E6E1'1 GFNT IL E EIN1503 HL0069878
GCROCE VAOHI E CAR I AUGELL Et NI503 HL006989 8
GCROCE VALL I PR.OFUNnE E NI503 HL006983B
GCROC E V ERM IGL IE ROSE E I NI503 HL006988 8
F CRT CI A CON LEI FUSS' 10 DA CHE SI PARTE 36 542/17 ---PAOR IGHL040940 8
FCRTC, IA DONNA VOSTRA BEI. TA S, A DIR L0 33 542/17 MAU IGHL04093713
FCRT CIA NON VEDI hric,G1 MID .SOLE 29 5421 17 NAOR IGIr.040933B
FCRTC.IA PFRCHE LA VITA E BREVE E LING_ 31 542/17 MAOR IGHL04093513
FCRTC IA V IVACE FIAMMA CHE CON BUBEIIA 30 542/17 MADRIGHL0409348
A CALI) A BEAT A NOB I S GA1101 A P.11 CHWK060 HYMN HL0404 768

U A CHRIST E R E DEMP TOR OMNIU41 P.38 CHWK060 HYMN HL0404868
ACALUA T I DI CHR IS TE SPLENDOR

CHWK060 HYMN HL0404858
ACALIJA UT UF ANT LAX I S P.22 CHWK060 HYMN H1040481 8
4CALUA VF? I CREATOR SPIR I TUS P.13 CFIWK.160 HYMN K E3040477

-AnALHA VFX ILL A REGIS PRC1OEUNT P.5 ClIWK06 0 HYMN ilL0404738
,J CAVIL A CINGAR I S P.13 CHWK043 LI EDERHL040332B
J DAN oL A MADONNA NO I SAPIMO BEN GIOCARE P.16 CHWK043 LI E.OERHL0403358

E AN 01 MEDICI NU1 SIAMD P.12 CHWK043 LI EDERHL0403316
J DANOL A NO I TR E MADONNA SIAM° P.15 CHWK043 LI EDERN..0403348



COMPOSER TITLE

JCLEMNS SLAELESTE BENEF ICIUM

GASGL A SCANTADANT SANG T I

GASOL A

FGAFURS

JCL ERNS

PVERDLT

ANON

GWERUKE

JARCOLT

GOUF AY

CFES1 A

J CLEMNS

NG9MtiRT

.st CI EMNS

L S EN FL

MJHAN
ANA

FGAFtiRs

GASOL A

ANON

G ASOL A

MJHAN
MJ HAN

ANON

NGOMBRT

PVLROLT

ANON

GS ERGL I

EXHIBIT "C"

PAGE SOURCE GENRE SERIAL #

P. 1

P.5

SCANTA TE EDOM INO P.113

SCAS TR A CA ELI P.119

SC EST A GRAND TORT P.135

$CHI BUFFA P.31

SCHR I STE, CUNCTORUM P.12

SCHR IST I $MATER, AVE P. 1

SCOM1 ESSER FUOTE AMORE P.14

SCONE)._ TOR ALME SIDE RUM P.23

SCOS I ESTR EMA LA DOGL IA P.30

SCR EAV IT S DEUS HOMI NE M P.73

sCUR QUISQUAM CORRADA P. 104

SD, AMY PAR FA IC T P. 100

$OAS SGLAUT LU $SPE YER P.67

SUER P ERCHE NON E IN VOI P.11
SLEH P ERCHE NON E IN VOI P.22

$ USG ENO I IN HORTUM P.31
.--

SOEUS CANT ICUM NOVUM P.109

$OEUS, CREATOR OMN I UM P.14

SuIES SANCTIFICATUS P.1

ID IT Di I 0 DIUA MIA P.23
$0 IT 0 DIUA MIA P.29

$ COL CE NEM ICA MIA P.21

st)(0.4IN E. NON SEC UND 1.1M P.6

$ DONNA CHE OEGGIO FAR P.24

SGONNA CHE DI BELLEZZE P.26

SCLNNA, EL P CANTO P.39

CMM4/15 MOTET P10200808

AR VI- MOTET K0222028,
I

AR VI LAUD }1.0222238,

ARCMETR MOTET HL009979

CMM4 /1u CHNSN HL019940 0

541/ 16 HAM IGHL041431 P

ARCMETR MOTET HL02052.

ARCMETR MOTET 'A02056613

541/16 MACk 1311L0414138

MINOR HYMN HL0039048

541/16 MACR IGHL0414298

CMM4/15 MOTET HL0200938

CMM6/5 MOTET HL0300978

CMM4/10 CHNSN HL0199336

MI NOR LI EDER HLOO 39 118

541/ 16 PAOR IGHL0414108
:41/16 MACR IGHL0414218

ARCHET R MOTET 10099498

AR VI LAUDE - L0222228

ARCMETR MOTET HL 0205248

AR VI MOTET HL0222018

541/ 16 MADRIGHL0414220
541/16 MACR IGHL0414288

541/16 . MAN IGHL041420 C

CMM6 /5 MOTET HL0300828

541/16 MADRIG3-iL0414238

541/ 16 MAOR IGHL0414258

CM1432/2CANZLINH102357313
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